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About This Game

Frustrated by the current political climate? Angry at the outcome of the election? Feel like you need to vent some anger?

Then look no further, President Ere 5d3b920ae0
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Genre: Casual, Free to Play, Indie
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Publisher:
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Release Date: 20 Dec, 2016

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 10

Processor: Intel i5-4590 / AMD FX 8350 equiva

English

president erect vr

A very satisfying VR experience. Recommended.. Weak minded Dev who needs a diaper change and a safe space, Probably in
college and part of the "Not my President" movement.TRUMP Won get over it ! LOL. This is just what adult snowflakes, who
dont know how to deal with reality, need! Think this game is for you, take the Quiz below to find out: 1) Have you been given a
participation trophy every day since birth? 2) Do you demand justice when someone says your infalliable opinion is flawed? 3)
Do you still live in mummsies and daddy's basement and have a FREE tv, playstation, and internet for endless porn? 4) Did 64%
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of your class graduate on the Honor Roll? 5) Did you believe Obama when he said the stimulus would benefit shovel ready
jobs? 6) Have you donated at least 10% of your monthly income to carbon credits? 7) Did you support Hillary because she has
any of the following: honesty, goodwill twards others, a (that still gets action from young men btw) 8) Did you support Bernie
because your parents forgot to tell you that socialism is like really really bad? If you check yes to at least 3 of the following,
YOU QUALIFY!!!! Download this right now and have a blast!!!!!! :D. While handling massive (some of them at least) rubber
dongs is not something I do on a regular basis, there is an immensely satisfying noise when the synthetic gentleman's sausage
makes contact with the CheetoFace. My Vive controllers not only made high speed contact with the virtual Chump, but each
other, my chair, 4K TV, my left leg (don't ask questions), and judging by the noise on one of the hits, my cat as well. (Sorry,
Smokey!) My only disappointment is that while I spent at least 4 minutes (this time around, I will continue) trying to beat him
with a chair, for the life of me I couldn't hold onto the bloody thing long enough to get a well made WWE style smack out of it.
I swear I felt like I was too drunk to hold the chair properly for all it got me. Seriously though. The morphs and physics on
Rump's face work amazingly well with a satisfyingly proper amount of jiggle. If you hold the controllers parallel to your wrists
like a claw, using either your pinky or thumb to hold the trigger, it adds some more realistic "I punched this motherf***er in the
face" feel to it. Some of the textures could be worked on, or a skydome added, but you know what? This thing is free, and
beyond satisfying, especially since it got me off of my lazyfor a while. Please, if you do future updates, LET ME HIT HIM
WITH A CHAIR! Or let me attach the dongs to a chair and get him in true gangbang impeachment style. If this is not in your
library. Shame. It will likely be censored by the time you decide you want it.. Terrific game, very good. Not much content
though, if I had to pay for it I would have called it a tremendous disaster. Sad.. VR has allowed me to do many amazing things
that I could once only dream of doing; such as flying a spaceship, going to the moon, having magical powers, or slapping the
President of the United States of America in the face with a I'll admit it does get old pretty fast, but hey, it's free!. AWESOME!
Work OFF your frustration with Mr. f--kface von clownstick and get your work OUT on at the same time.
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